LENI
Leni: Your Virtual Analyst
Natural Language Search | Full Spectrum Analytics | AI-based Contextual Insights | Augmented Intelligence
No more data wrangling, visual interpretation or manual intervention - democratizing access to insights in minutes with the power of AI
and ML at your fingertips.

Who is Leni?

Leni’s Expertise

Leni - LTI’s proprietary Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning-powered virtual
analyst, works just like a real analyst to understand, analyze, interpret and
communicate what’s most interesting and important in your data, in a language and
form that you can easily comprehend.

• Automated Data Discovery powered by
NLP engine.
• Full spectrum of analytical arsenal, with
diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive insights.

Leni’s Skillset

• Rich visualization and NLG- powered
narratives for providing context and direction
to insights.
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Intelligent

Articulate

Efficient

Intuitive &
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Autonomous
intelligence for
powering smart
decisions

Simple and concise
narratives for
complex analysis

Lightening fast
insights with
effective
feedback
mechanism

• Persona-centric design for insight-driven
decision making.
• API-led deployment to allow seamless
integration with any custom database
on-premise or on cloud.

What Can Leni Do?
Natural Language Querying

Augmented Intelligence

Autonomous Insights

Ask Leni- Interact with Leni in English
language without having to worry
about data format or complex codes.

Recommendations - Get intelligent
recommendations, insights and
stories relevant to you that become
smarter with use.

Business Alerts & Signals- Set Leni in
an autopilot mode to receive signals
and alerts to proactively mitigate risks
or leverage opportunities.

Identified white space revenue
opportunity of $500 M for a global
CPG manufacturer.

De-risked clinical trials portfolios for
a leading Pharma Major, saving
190-person months a year effort in
man hours.

Leni in Action
Improved cross-sell response rate by
>800 bps for a major Retail Bank

“LTI’s newly acquired virtual analyst “Leni” could power your analytics adoption, making analytics and AI easier for business audiences to
consume” - HFS Research

